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]~NTI~0DUOTION.

IN 1923 Mr P. ~. Lowe, Assistant Keeper in the British ~{useum
t~ird t~oom, brought :60 my notice two very striking and qtfite distinct
aberrations_ of the Red-legged lParfiridgc (Aleeto~'is tufa q'ufa) which the
~usetlm possessed. The first, which we call the "bright" variety, was
represented by three specimens which all came from localities not very
far removed:from each other in %he west of England; and of the second,
which we call the "drill" variety, there were also in the collection three
specimens, two from Kent, having been shot in the same field in successive years, a~d a third from Essex. Subscqnengly we came to know
of another specimen sent by Lord ])eerhurst %o Rowland Ward's for
mounting, which though presenting certain differences agreed in many
respdc%s with the "bright" birds. On hearing of the interest attaching
%0 i% Lord Deerhm'st very ldnr
presented the bird to the Museltm.
We learnt also from him that the bird was one of several similar birds
which had been observed in his neighbourhood during a period of years.
This locality (Pirton in Worcestershire) is moreover not far from those
of the other "bright" birds.
Exact details respecting the origin of the several specimens of both
varieties are given below.
Briefly the dis~ingudsiffng feat tLres of the "bright" variety as represented by the first three specimens (Lord Deerhm:st's bird being for the
present omitted from consideration) are as follows:
1. Head bk~clc, not reddish brown.
2. Feal~hers of man%le, scapulars and wing eover%s in various degrees
baq'red, in such a way that many of them repeat the chevron marks so
conspicuous in the flank feathers of the normal.
3. Tail Coverts bright chestnut b~'o~onlike ~he normal rec~rices.
~. Whereas the normal has the throat a clear wiff~e,limited pos%er/orly
by a solid black band or "gorget," in the bright variety tiffs sharp
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differentiation is diminished, and the throat is a dingy grey, wiiffl a thin
band of broken oolour in the place of the gorget.
Lord Deerhurst's bird differs from the three bright birds in being
much paler in colour, and in the fact that the head is not blaelc, but as
regards the features numbered 2, 3 and 4 it agrees with them fairly well.
This bird is evidently immature, and with some probability its special
pecNarities may be ascribed to juvenility,
The characteristics of the " d N l " variety are:
1. The throat is blade.
2. The chew'on marlcs of the normal flank feathers are altogether absent.
3. The ~'ectriees are not chestnut brown as in the normal but are of
the same dull coIour as the tail coverts.
4. The dorsal plumage is much as in the normal, except t h a t the
feathers of the neck are little differentiated; but the ventral surface is
altogether peculiar, being, except for the black throat, of a more or less
lmicolonrous brown. This brown is reddish anteriorly on the part of
the breast which in the normal is ashy blue. The flanks and belly are
a dull brown, broken by a central patch of irregtflarly placed white
feathers just posterior to the breast.
Minor distinceions will be specified in ~he detailed descriptions.
So far as we are aware the only published reference 1 ~o either of
these varieties of A. ~'ufa is a brief account given of {;he "bright" variety
by Nr Lows in the Field, 15 Narch, 1923, illustrated with a black and
white sketch by Nr Frohawk.
From a mention by Ogilvis-Grant ~ we learned however t h a t Fatio
had recorded a variety of another species, A. saxatilis; as charactsrissd
by a blaclc head, which is so conspicuous a feature of our bright variety.
A description of two specimens showing this feature was published by
Fa~io a with a black and white plate showing the general appearance of
the variety and a plats in colour giving representations of a number of
feathers. Obviously the variety melanocephcdc~ strongly resembles our
bright birds. As these birds had been presented to the museums of
Sion and Box my son went to Switzerland to examine them in detail,
which by the courtesy of the curators he was permitted to do. IIe was
also successful in finding in the Geneva Museum another specimen of
A. saxcgilis which though approximately normal had a few of the
1 For earlier references see not@ at end of the paper.
2 F. i~I. Ogflvie-Grartt, Handboo/c to the Ga~e-.Ri~'ds, 1895, I, p. 91. Alien's Naturalists'
Library. Ed. 1~. Bowdler Sharps.
3 V. Fat)is, .Perdix saa'atilis vat. malanocel)halc~: curieux d@lacement.s de Couleurs.
Mere. Noc. Zool. Fra~lce, 1894, vii, p. 393.
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abnormal bam'ed feathers.in the scapular region. He has prepared the
following account of the whole series, including our three bright birds,
Lord Deerharst's bird, the three dull birds--M1 Aleetoris ~"ufa ~'ufcG the
two bright birds at Sion and Bex respectively, the peculiar specimen at
Geneva--all Alectoris saxatilis; together with observations made on a
considerable number of birds of both species which may be regarded
aS normal.
If scientific names are rec[lfired for the designation of these aberrations we shoMd :follow Fatio in referring to l);he bright varief,y in both
species as vat. mdanoeephakt, and to the dull birds we may give the name
vat. oblite~'ata.
W. B.

DESOI{IPTION OF I~ATEI%IAL.

LIST o~ 8~EOI~IENS.

Aleetoris ruf~ tufa vat. ob~iterata.
(Fig. A, Plates XI a~ld XII.)
This form, which is referred to as the "dull" variety, is representecl
b y three specimens, all of which are. in the British Museum. Their
data

are:

(1) 6, from Spaynes Hall, Braintree, Essex; shot 20 Oct. 1908.
Presented byA. W. ~uggles Prise, Esq. Plates XI and XII, A.
keg. No. 1 9 0 8 . 1 0 . 2 2 . 1 .
(Z) c?, from Higham, near Gravesend, Kent; shot 1 Sept. 191%.
Presented by Dr Hammond Smith.
tleg. No. 1 9 1 5 . 1 . 1 5 . 1 .
(3) c?, from ~[ockbeggar, I{ochester; shot I Sept. 1915.
Presented by Herbert Cobb, Esq.
]~eg. No. ] 9 1 5 . 1 0 . 5 . 1 .
The label states that (3) was shot in the same field as (2). This
is as a matter of fact in accord with the names of the locality, which
m a y well be synonymous.
AS far as we ]<now, no other specimens of the var. obliterctta have
been seen.

Aleeto~'is ~'uf<~~'~g'c~vat. cnda~ocelJhcda.
This form is generally referred to in the paper as the "bright" variety.
There are four specimens in the possession of the British 1VIuseum. Their
data are:
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Overbnry', Werc~;s~:ersWre (near Bredon

(1) 3, from
Ill]l); sho~
9 Oct. 1903.
Presented by Wynyard Warner, Esq.
Reg. No. 1904-. 1 0 . 2 . 1 . Figured by Lowe, F,ield.
(2) Old ~, fl'om Norton Hall, Gloucestershire (near Gloucester) ; shot
26 Oct. 1922. Plates XI and XII o.
Presented by Major Robert Bruce.
l~eg. No. 1 9 2 3 . 1 . 2 9 . 1 (genitalia preserved).
(3) From Kinver, near Stourbridge, Worcestershire; without
spurs; ? ?. 1923. [No date.]
Presented by A. H. Guest, Esq.
Reg. No. 1 9 2 3 . 3 . 1 1 . 1 .
(4) Juvenile ? ?, from Hermitage Farm, near Pirton Court, Worcester.
Shot 21 Sept. 1923 and presented by Visemmt Deerhurst.
This bird differs from the others' in numerous points and therefore
has been described separately.
Besides these four specimens which are preserved in the British
Museum, Lord Deerhurst records that in. 1919 a covey of partridges
near Pirton Court contained three birds probably all of this type. One
of these was stlot to pieces but the other two escaped and were never
seen again. In 1922 he ]:ffmself shot a brightly eoloured partridge in
the same part of the same field as the specimen which he shot a year
later and gave to the Musemn (No. ~ in the list). Thus in all there are
three specimens of the dull birds and fern: of the bright birds. The
three dull birds are all modes and all from the east of England, the four
bright birds are males with the exception of Nos. 3 and 4~, which are
doubtfully females; all four are from the west of England, where four
other similar birds have been seen.
This distribution of the two varieties is remarkable, and since redlegged partridges are so frequently shot there is no doubt that the two
varieties are almost confined to the respective areas as we know them.
Alecto~'is :/~aeca saxatilis.
No specimens comparable witll the dull birds are known. There are
three specimens which are comparable with our bright variety of A. ~'~fa.
These are:
Alecto~'is g~'c~ecctsaxatilis vat. mela~wcephcda Fatio.
(1) Juvenile, 17 November, 1878, shot close to Sion in the Canton
de Valais by Alphonse Bonvin, who told Fatio that it was the only
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abnormal bird in a covey of eight, five of which were shot. This specimen
is now in the 5~us6e de l't~cole Scientiflclue at Bex in Valais.
(2) o a&flt, II December, 1879, shot in, the u d'Herens, near Sion,
by A. Bonvin. This bird is in the IVIus6eCantonal at Sion.
(3) A bird in Geneva University ~luseum wlfich differs Dora the
normal no~a,bly in possessing a few ha,fred do,rscd feathe'rs. It; has the
to]lowing data: N o . - ~ , ? 0rsi~res, Valais, November 1912, presented
by N. Clfidini.
This bird is separately described.
Thus all three of these" bxight" birds were t~ken in the same canton of
Switzerland 'Mt~hin a radius of thirty miles. (1) and (2) are substantially
alike, but (g) approximates to the normal, except in the fact that it has
some barred feathers on tihe back.

Alectoris tufa. "Drill" variety or var. obZiterata.
Dorsal and ventral.viewsof thisform are shownin PlatesXI and Xll a;
separate feathers in the bottom row of figuresin Plate XIII. The three
specimens a r e a l l very much alike,and differstri]dnglyfrom the normal
Nrds in the loss of all those contrasts of colom" which make up the
decorated appearance. This is most noticeable in the flank feathers,
whi6h , instead of being brightly coloured and ornamental as in the
-normal (Plate XIII I, ~), are grey a~ their bases with brownish grey tips
(Plate XIII I, ~). Correspondingly the rest of. the body is dully and
nniformly coloured. The feathers of the breast which are ashy in the
normal are tipped with brown, matching the dorsal and flank feathers.
The abdominal feathers are similar and only very slightly paler than
those of the back.
The tailfeathers ins6ead of being chestnu~ are a dull greyish brown
with spots of darker pigment, but otherwise match the tail coverts.
This last point is especially worth notice since in the bright variety the
coverts and reetrices match, but there the uniformity is brought about,
by a change in the coI0ur of the eover~s, not of the rectrices as in the
chill birds.
The primary flight feathers are almost normal, possessing still some
9braces of the pale streak in the normal feathers near the tip. B~6 this
streak is much reduced on the more internal primaries and is completely
absent Dom the secondaries.
The only contrasts of colour are pro~dded by the throat and by the
irreg~dar white patches (present on all three birds) on ~he lower breast.
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The throat i~ black and these black feathers are followed by patterned
feathers comparable with those on the lower neck of a normal bird b u t
much less conspicuous. The pattern consists of black marks upon a
drill brown ground, not on the White and grey ground of the normal.
The similarity of tile patterns on the neck feathers of the type and the
variety, and the fact [hat in each case these patterned feathers are preceded by a black area, make it appear as if tlie factors which are re~
sponsible for [lie black area and for the patterned feathers had changed
their sphere of influence, producing similar colours more antm'iorly on
the neck, obscuring the white ~hroat and leaving their old areas to the
mixed grey and chesLuat pigments which make up [he dull brown of
the remainder of the bird. On the dorsal side of the neck there are some
pattemmd feathers, which feathers bear the same patl~erns and. occupy
approximately the same area as on the normal, bug again [he pale
background has been replaced by dtfll brown.
Before leaving these birds, for the sake of completeness I should add
that specimen No. 1 has a single seapNar feather with a black fringe at
its tip, and that the same bird has a single abdominal feather much
paler than the others--dirty yellow with black marldngs on it which
form an imperfect V of which the point is directed outwards.
Specimens Nor. 2 and 3 have each of [hem one or two irregular
feathers. On one of these birds (Mockbeggar) there is a feather with a
brown mottled centre among the feathers of the white patch. Another
breast feather of the same bird has an irregular black mark on each side.

AZectoris ~'ufa. "Bright" variety (Plates XI and XII c).
Of the four specimens of this type three are nearly alike; the fmxrth
is very much younger than the others and will be described separately,
since some of its juvenile characteristics have a bearing upon the variation of Alectoris saxatilis.
The three simila,r birds have the following characteristics:
The dors~d side of the head (i.e. the cap), which in aormal birds is
greyish brown with very small patches of black hairlike feathers round
the base of the bill, is xmiformly black. The concealed bases of the
feathers are pale grey.
The details of distribution of black pigment in the cap of normal
and abnormal birds are perhaps worth noticing:
In the normal there are little hairlike black patches laterally at t,he
base of the bill and smaller patches dorsally and ventrally at its insertion.
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(These pa~ehes are a/so present in A.. saasatilis, in which species they are
more clearly developed ghan in ~1. 'tufa.) They are followed posteriorly
by a few feathers with black bases and grey tips; i.e. there is an anteroposterior series of feathers on which, as we proceed backwards, the black
is seen to be more and more closely confined to the base of the feather,
until after a few feathers it is preseng only as a trace a~ the base of the
feather and finally disappears. This arrangement of pigments is very
typical of the colours of feathers, cud in gins paper we shall speak of it
as the bas@etcd 3'is(~fJpec~'r~nce of eolour. Another similar case will be
describe/[ in the black collar band of normal A. sa'~atigs.
In the abnormal birds ghe arrangement of black pigment is very
clif~ereats The base of ghe bill is, as in ghe normal, surrounded by patches
of short black hairlike feathers, bat these are sacceeded posteriorly by
feathers which are greyish white at the base and Mack at ghe t@..Behind
these the area of the black increases and soon covers the whole feather,
until it is displaced by grey which s~arts at the tip and spreads downwards, covering a laNer and larger area as we proceed down the median
dorsal line of the neck. In this region the series is complicated by some
patterning of which ghere is no need to give details beyond s~ating thag
this patterned region corresponds to a similar larger region on the neck
of the normal, where the patterns are substantially ghe same but more
conspicuous on aocotmt of the pale grey-and-white ground colour. In
the Overbnry bird, however, the laced feathers of the gorget are present
also dorsally, forming a central band on the back of the neck.
This description of the head holds good for the Norton I~[all bright
_//. tufa and for the adNt A. sctxatilis, but in the case of the juvenile
A. sa~atilis and of the I~inver and Overbm'y birds there are many
feathers on the top of:the head which are black with a greyish chestnut
fringe. This f~:inge shows little seriai change in tree&h, and so mnsg
be regarded as some form of barring. (Of. p. 113.)
Turning now to the vengral side, in the normal bird ghe throat is
whi~e,~ behind it is a heavy black band (gorget) which grades off into
patterned grey, black and white feathers. In the bright variety the
throat is not white but a dirty pale grey, the heavy black band is absent
and the area of tlhe patterned feathers much reduced. This condition
resembles closely that of young normM A. 'r%fc%in which the black band
does not appear until after the patterned feathers are formed (of.
description of the juvenile bright bird in which absence of black on~ the
head is ascribed to its immaturity).
Though dorsally there was no change in the patterns of the neck
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feathers, they being apparently simply streaked with a black longitudinM line on each side as in glhe normal, ventrally there is a considerable
change, which is shown in Plate XIII, figs. 8 ~ and o. In the normal the
black is segmented by transverse invasions of greyish white; in fact the
feather may be regarded as transversely barred. Proceeding posteriorly
in the series the proximal segments of black fade away while fresh
segments are separated off h'om ghe large black spots s,t ~he tip. In the
bright variety there is no grace of Gifts segmentation. The feathers have
~,~,le yellow centres and black margins. Feathers of this tvpe are also
found in the nuchal region of the Overbury bird.
The remMnder of the vengrM side of the bright variety is normal.
The flank feathers which are by accident partially hidden in Plate X I I o
are normal :~, as also are the grey feathers of the breast and the yellow
abdominal :feathers.
The feathers of the back and wings remain go be described. These
are most conveniently considered as in three separate systems:
(a) iVIedian dorsal grouse, extending from the inserbipn of the neck
back to the reetrices. In this group the term "mantle" is used for those
feathers which are inserted on the back between the two scapular
pteryloses.
(b) Scapular feathers.
(c) Wing coverts and remiges.

(a) MecZian dorsal g~'ou2 of featt~ers.
Feathers of the mantle are shown in Plate XIII, fig. 4 o and in
Plate XIV, fig. 3. The more lateral feathers of the group are strongly
curved and the barring of the normal flank feathers is very closely
reproduced, but the pattern has become asymmetrical, giving, instead
of a transverse bar, a chevron mark which is best developed on the
outer side of the feather. Among these feathers are a few on which
the bar is apparently doubled--Plate XIV, fig. 12. In these a second
black bar has appeared proximal to the first and separated from ig
by the pale bar which is present on normal flank feathers and on the
neighbouring mantle feathers. The pattern so arrived at is comparable
wish that of the normal flank feather.~ of A. sc~a:agigis,on the flanks
of which the proximal black bar is always well developed (Plate XIV,
fig. 10). Occasionally, too, this bar is faintly developed on the extreme
anterior flank feathers of normal A. tufa (see Plate XIV, figs. 13 and 14-),
1 The differences in the fl~nk feat.hers shown in P1. III, figs. 1 ]3 and o, and P1. IV,
figs. 5 and 6, are probably due to the feathers having been tM~en from slightly different
par~s of the pterylosis.
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so that it is by nomeans surprising that tlfis bar shows itself in the
mantle feathers of the variety.
The more central feathers of ~he mantle are symmetrical (Plate XIII,
fig. 4). They are pale feathers with a broad dark V on the fan; outside
the V is a paler fringe. Behind the mantle on the back the dark mark
is hi.oader and blacker (P1. XIII, fig. 5 o) and is on some feathers partially
split into two transverse bars by formation of an island of ohesbmtt.
But the division never proceeds very far in this region of A. ~',~t)?~.
Following the median dorsal series backwards, apart h'om the
tendency to clivide, the bar does not change it,s position on the feather.
It becomes paler on the posterior part of ~,he back al~d fitlally fades away
in place--it does not disappear basfpetatly like the black of the head
feathers. (See ]?late XIII, t]gs. 4, 5 and 6 o.)
The black still, persists as a faiat mark near the tip of the rump
feathers (so faint that it does not show in Plate XIII o, fig. 6). But one of
these feathers on the Norton Halt bird has a distinct elliptical black
line, the long diameter of the ellipse coinciding with the raehis. The
centre of this ellipse is filled with chestnut. This feather is quite isolated
and no doubt indicates a s~age in the development of the broad black
bar and i~s pai, tial splitting.
The taft cover~s are almos~ self-coloured with a darker eMstnut tip
on a pale chestnut grotmd. These shade off gradually in eolom" ~o the
dark chestnut of %he reegriees.
In the normal bird, too, ~he rectrices are chestnut, in marked disconthaui~y with the grey of the rump feathers and tail coverts. Apparently, then, the normal self-coloured bird has been subjected to some
factor which left the rectriees tmaffeeted. When this factor was removed
(in the bright variety) the :feathers of the rump were left in continuous
series with the rectrices, no longer contrasting with them. On this
hypothesis the grey rectrices of the dull bird would be due to an increase
of the area subjeGe4 ~o the dulling factor 1. This and other similar
Suggestions wili be discussed more fully at the end of the paper.

(b) Scapular feathers.
The anterior scapular feathers resemble those of the man.tie in reproducing the pa~terns of the flank feathers of the normal bird, but
among them I have not seen any on which the proximal bar has re;
appeared giving a false appearance of doubling. Among the posterior
Obviously this representation might be inverted, the d~fll v~r. being regarcle4 as
due to loss, and the bright w m to addition. Between these two hypotheses we e~rmot
decide. Wlfiehever be adopted, the normal is the middle term.
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scapulars l)here is another and quite distinct type of doubling (Plate XtV,
fig. 15) not seen on normal flank :feathers. In this process the proximal
bar has split, or been invaded by the chestnut of the fringe, so that the
two restflting bars are separated, not by a pale bar, but by chestnut.
Beyond the distal bar is a white fringe. In Fig. 15 a stitt farther splitting
is indicated.
The homologies of the bars may be tentatively summed up in
tablflar form :
tufa
flank

saxatilis
flauk

Grey base
Chesbnug
Grey
Absent
Pale
Black
Chestnuf~
--

Grey base
Grey
Grey
Black
Whi~e
Black
Chesgnut~

rufit var. C
mantle
PMe grey
Pale yellow
Grey
Black
Yellow
Black
Chestmufi

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

P1. XI, 1 ~

PI. XIV, fig. 10 P1. XIV, fig. 12

~'~tfct C
posterior se~ps,
(Inner web)

saxatilis
posterior seaps.
(Inner web)

Yellow
Chestnufl-yellow
Grey
A bsent
Pale
Black
Chesimut~
Black
Pale
Black
P1. XIV, fig. 15

Grey
Chestnug-yelIow
Grey
Black
Chestnut-yellow
Black
Ches/muI~
Bl~ek
Pale
B

l

a

c

k

PI. XIV, fig. 8

The grey and chestnut areas at the base have been included in the
table but their homologies are not clearly rrudersgood ; possibly they are
in some way connected witl~ the barring, e.9. the chestnut may have
formed a complete ring with the apical chestnut, the whole pattern
being a modified eye-spot. Of this nothing definite can be said:

(c) Wing cove~'ts and ~'emiges.
These are all patterned feathers, but to describe intelligibly the
somewhat complicated arrangement of these patterns would be difficult,
and their bearing upon the more general problems has not yet been
elucidated. Suffice it to say that a continuous series exists, passing down
the inner covert feathers and then outwards through the secondary to
the primary flights.
JUWNILE SP~CI~mN (4) of A. ~'@, bright variety
(Lord Deerhurst's bird).
This bird, which is very smalP, though superficially resembling the
other bright birds, differs from them in possessing a number of feathers
of the first plumage, especially on the head and wings.
t For example fihe tarso-metatarsal is .3").ram. and the middle gee (without nail)
28 mm. against ,~1 mm. and 38 mm. in adult. An excellent account of the various
plumages of A. ~'uf~ ag differen~ ages is given by L. Bureau, " L ' A g e des Perdrix," B u l l
Nee. Sci. .Nat. Ouest de lc~ .F~'anee, 3 e Se'.'r. 1913. I.
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On the head, hlctol~feathers have not yet c~pI)eared--the small chick's
f.eathers still persisting. Equally, the pattm'ned feathers of the neck ar~
absent, the throat being entirely clothed in greyish juvenile feathers.
The breast has a mixture of grey feathers of the second plumage and
pale e[hestnut feathers of the first. The feathm:s of the second plumage
still retain their sheaths at their bases.
The itanks have the chestnut tips poorly developed, as is usual in
young bh'ds. One of these tlank feathers shows very slight indications
of a black ba,r outside the chestnut, followed by a ]:urtAer wNte fringe
which is interesting since the true doubling of the clistal black ba,r of
the flanks is one of the unusual features of the corresponding variety of
A. sax.ats
but is not form& in the a~dnlt bright A. ~'~q;~.
In other respects t~he ventral side of tile yovmg bird is normah
Dorsally, at a first glance, this bird is very different from the other
briglrb birds. This is largely due, as were the abnormalities of the
ventral side, to the presence of feathers of both first and second plumages.
Of the median dorsal feathers, those which are still in their sheaths
agre e closely with the feathers of the other bright birds. Thos~ which
are f~flly developed and about to be shed are almost devoid of barring,
being pale chestnut with darker chestnut tips.
The seapMars and wing coverts include the same mixhtre 0f new
and old feathers. The old feathers are of great interest since they agree
more dosdy with tile patterns of second plumage feathers of bright
A. saxatiZis. For example, many of these feathers have a heavy black
bar on the outside while on the inside there are two bars separated by
chestnut. The remainder of the feather is pale brownish yellow. Comparison with Figs. 8 and 9 in Plate XIV shows that these scapulars differ
from those of bright A. saxati~is only in the loss of the proximal black
bar, a di~erenee which we should expect front the character of /he
normal flank feathers of the two parent species.
Between the anterior scapulars of the juvmfile and adtflt bright A. tufa
there is a much greater difference, namely, the true doubling of the
clis~al black bar wNch has taken place in the first plumage only.
In the wing coverts there are similar points. Especially stri]dng arc
ttie Coverts which are next to the flight feathers. In the other bright
A~ '~'ufa these have a black outer side and less developed black on. the
inside. The inside of each feather is covered by the outer web of its
neighbour, so that in Plate XI these feathers show as a series of black
lines. In the first plumage these feathers are black on the inside and
pale on the outside, so that no black is visible externally when the
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feathers are in place. In the bright variety of A. saxatiEs the corresponding feathers are black inside with some irregular black outside.
In this point, as in the doubled bar on the flank feather and on the
scapulars, the first plumage of bright A. ~'z~?~resembles the later plumage
of the bright variety of the other species, saxatilis.

Alectoris g~'aecc~saxatilis. "Bright" variety (var. melanocephala Fatio).
The general featm'es of this form were described by Fatio, who
applied to it the name var. melanocephala. In his paper there is a plate
of this bird in black and white and eeloured diagrams of several feathers.
In the light of what we know of the varieties of A. ~'ufa it was very
important to examine afresh the material which Fatio had described
and to find out whether similar specimens of melcbnoeephcda had turned
up since his description was published. As far as I know this has not
occurred, but at Geneva there is a bird which will be described later
since it shows some of the characters of vat. mdanoeephalc~ in a slight
degree.
By the courtesy of the curators I was allowed to handle the specimens
and to take several feathers fromthe Bex bird, of which some are figured
in Plate XIV.
In this examination of abnormal A. saxatiEs I set out to discover
whether the variety was tr~dy comparable with our bright A. q'ufa, i.e.
whether precisely the same changes had taken place in the formation
of the two varieties. Also I watched the seriation of the patterns of
the feathers in order to arrive at some general idea as to the sort of
changes likely to be fmmd in series of feathers, the patterns of which
are meristic. In this paper I shall describe such details of the seriation
of patterns as bear upon the first problem of the relations between the
two varieties, mentioning in passing a curious case of pattern-reversal.
At present it is not worth while to enumerate the many un-correlated
facts of feather decoration.
To explain the differences between the varieties it is necessary to
bear in mind the diEerences between the parent species:
(1) The general body colour of A. ~'ufa is reddish brown while that
of A. saxati~is is grey.
(2) The striped flank feathers of A. q'z~fc~have only a single bar while
those of A. saxatigis have two such bars (Plate XIV, figs. 5 and 10). As
has already been mentioned this difference consists in the dropping out
--in q'e~fa--of the proximal bar which nevertheless occasionally reappears
on the extreme anterior flank feathers (Plate XIV, figs. 13 and 14-).
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(3) The head'and neck are very different in the two species. In
6aeh the throat is. white and posterior fie the throat is a black band,
which curves clown from the ears and is continuous mid-ventrally.
]3ehind this in zi. r~fa ~here are many patterned feathers; these are
absent from A. sa:satilis, where the collar band is a very typical simple
case illustrating the difference between bctnd,i~z9 attd ba,rri%9. At the
anterior edge of the band in the median ventral line, 5he feathers are
white at tlle base with a little black fringe at their tips. Behind these
are feathers with rubber more black. So, gradually, the black widens
from a narrow fringe 1mill it covers the whole feather, the wtfite disappearing basipegally. This arrangement is modified in the var. melano-

eephaIa.
Description of A. sazatilis var. ~danoce2hal, Fatio.
The general coloration of both spedmens of this variety is very like
that of the bright varle~ies of A. r @ . The head is black, the gorget is
reduced, the back. and wings are striped. But in the details there are
several anomalous points.
The tJn'oat is white (i.e. normal) but the gorget shows the following
sofia%ions in the mid-ventral line:--the first feathers have a greyish
black fringe; in the following feathers there is a dark grey fringe and a
dark grey base, leaving between the fringe an?l the base a paler bar. In
feathers behind these, the fringe first fades away i~ 21ace, then the
dark base disappears basipetally. In this region, where there was no
barring in the normal, a form of barring has been developed resembling
slightly that seen on the CorreSponding feathers of bright 'A. ~'ufa,
but differing markedly from the barring on the neck of normal

A. ~'~fa.
The flank feathers are very abnormal in the var. melanocef)~ale
(Pla~e XIV, fig. 7). The chestnut tip is much reduced--a juvenile characteristic present on the two specimens, one of which is adult. The t~vo
black bars have become very irreg~dar and smudgy and in some eases
fuse ~ogegher in the centre of the feather. Many of these feathers show
a true doubling of the distal bar. In Plate XIV, fig. 7, this is very poorly
shown, but careful scrutiny reveMs a paler, narrower triangle invading
this distal bar from the left-hand side. This triangle is much dearer
on the actual feather, especially when seen against a black background.
In the feathers of the lower breast and abdomenis another important
difference between the bright variety of/1., saxatilis and that of A. ~'zr
where they remained normal. These belly feathers are in continuous
Journ. of Gen. xu
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series with the striped :flank feathers. The bar:['~ng has descended on
to them so that they all show black lines on an otherwise self-eoloured
ground. On the more anterior belly feathers there are two such lines
corresponding to the two lines on the flanks, but the feathers are somewhat asymmetrical, the distM band being most strongly developed on
the outer side. This asymmetry is what we should expect :from the
character of the normal flank where the more ventral feathers have the
bars less formed on the ventral (oi: inne:r) side.
Posterior feathers of the belly have no distal bar which faded away
in place, but the proximal bar re:mains on tlle yellow chestnut ground.
The symmetry has undergone an mlexpeeted change, the bar being best
developed on the median side of the feathers. Traces of the black bar
are on all ventral feathers, even the small feathers immediately in front
of the atom having blaeldsh smudges.
Dorsally this variety agrees wi~h the bright form of A. ~'~tfc~,as has
been stated, and still more exactly with the first plumage of that variety.
Among the median dorsal group of feathers those of the mantle have
the proximal bar characteristic of the species poorly developed. The
distal bar has partially tmdergone true doubling; so that on each side
there is a horseshoe-shaped black mark filled up by chestnut which has
come in from the outer side. On the more lateral feathers of the group-e.g. feathers from the same region as Figs. 3 and 12, Plate XIV, which are
from A. ~'~fc~--the distal bar is single on the outside and very broad,
while on the inside web the tree doubling persists. Feathers of this
type are common on the back of this variety, as they are on that of the
iuvenile bright _/t. ~'~fa in its first plumage.
Posteriorly in the median dorsal group the old proximal bar disappears in place, the distal bar persists very broad on both sides of the
feather and frequently shows its double nature by partially dividing,
leaving chestnut between the two bars so formed, as it did in the first
and later plumages of the bright A. ~'~fct,. This bar gradually fades away
in place, gi~dng a complete striation of oolours down the back to the still
normal reetrices.
The scapular feathers (Pla~e XfV, figs. 8 and 9) have the proximal bar
well developed, but asymmetrical. Fig. 8 shows a feather of a common
type from the ]eft side of the bird. On Ge outside web is a single black
bar of doubtful homology, probably a fusion of proximal and distal
bars, judging from other similar feathers on which this external bar
is better developed. The grey reaches clearly up to it and there is a
slight invasion of the bar from the racMs by a paler triangular area.
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On the inside web there are three bars, viz. a trne proximal bar and g
doubled distal bar.
Among these patterns there occurs a reversal of symmetry quite
unexpectedly. Pla~e XIV, fig. 9, represents one of these reversed patterns.
The feather from wMch the figure is taken lay immediately under that
shown on Fig. 8. It ~dll be seen tl~at the outside web of gig. 9 is a
very fair mirror image of the inside of Fig. 8. But on the inside of
Fig. 9 t]~e copying is not so exact and, instead of ~he single bar, which
was described above as a fusion of the proximal and distal bars, we get
two bars, t;he proximal ihaNng shifted outwards towards the distal bar
without fusing.wRh it.
This reversal seems to us very remarkable. It is present on both
sides of each of the two specimens of the vat. ~ne&bnocephaZabut it only
affects a very small number of feathers in each case--three at most.
There are occasionM feathers of intermediate symmetry, of which we
have one on which there is a proximal bar on the same part of the web
on each side~ while the distal bar is symmetrieMly doubled. The feathers
on A. r~fcb corresponding to these reversed feathers show but little
change of the same Mnd; the chevron mark is perhaps somewhat altered,
bug initially it was so nearly symmetrical that no conclusions ca~l be
drawn from this. No hypothesis can at present be pu~ forward to explain
~he reversal beyond saying that the scapular pterylosis perhaps constitutes an i~c~e~e~c~entsystem of symmetry--independent of the more
general controlling mechanism which lies behind the bilateral symmetry
of the body a s a whole. This emancipation of the scaptflar pterylosis is
perhaps correlated with the increase of barring since it is "possible
that the latter is an egect of some change whereby the feathers have
been. allowed to act a s individuals wi~h their own pattern-control,
independent of the more general, system which lies behind the

ba~ding.
The wing cover~s need not be described at lmlgth apart from mentioni~g again the symmetry of ~he coverts which overlie the flight
feathers--ome of the points of agreement between this variety and the
first ph~mage of the bright A. ,tufa. The seriation of patterns follows
much the same lines as in A. rz~'a.
The secondary remiges are pale feathers with black tips and irregular
blotches of black on the centre along the rachis. This black increases
fl'om feather to feather as we go outwards until on the outer primaries
there is oniy a very little pale coleus in broken patches on the inside of
9the feather. The primaries have no chestmit on the basal region of the
8--2
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cuber vane l;o correspond with the chestnut ])rese,3~ on the adult bright

~1. ~"~fct. This chestnu~ is absent 6oo from ~he first plumage.
T~I~ G~N~va 8PEOI~E~r

(Partially "bright" A. sctzct~ilCs, No. 3.)

When on my way to Bex and Sion 6o see Fatio's birds, I stopped at
Geneva and visited the Ulliversity Museum to look for any variation
which might bear upon the two aberrations. I found there one very
interesting specimen of N. ac~:sc~i~is,a female, which ihad a few abnormal
striped feathers on the back, and in a small degree some of the other
characters of Fatio's birds. I made a description of this bird before I
had seen the two bright specimens at Bex and Sion, so that the description here reproduced was not affected by a knowledge of the details of
those birds.
Deso~'@t{or~. The general colouring and size are normal. The head
and threat are normal, but ~he black gorget is somewhat reduced
ventrally. This is quite marked: there are fewer black feathers and less
black on ~hem. The breast is normal. The pale brown belly is normal.
The barring of the flanks extends f~'the~" ve~t~'cdly tlzc~ ~ts~al. This
may have been due to the metb.od of stuffing, but I considered this
possibility at the time and made a note saying that I did not believe
~hat the ab~ormal appearance was due to this. The skin has been sewn
up in such a way t h a t the mid-ventral seam is pushed inwards, a distortion which might cause the flank feathers to appear to extend towards
the mid-ventral line. The symmetry of the flank feathers is normal.
The reotrices are normal.
' On the back there are seven abnormal feathers which I described as
being all in the scapNar pterylesis, though when I took my notes I was
not fttlly able to separate mantle feathers from those of the scapular
region. It appears from the curvatttre of the specimen in Plate XIV,
fig. 11, that the feather belongs to the mantle.
On the right side there were three barred feathers inserted close
together in what I then regarded as the posterior part of the scapular
pterylosis. They all had the same type of pattern and asymmetry which
were best developed on the posterior of the three feathers and least
dear on the middle feather. (The posterior feather is reproduced in
Plate XIV, fig. 11, thanks to the eoartesy of M. BedeW, the Curator of the
Museum.) The aftershafts of these three feathers were paler than those
of their neighbours.
On the left side there were four abnormal feathers, three of which
were inserted dose together, forming a small pa~oh somewha~ posterior
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to the corresponding patch on the other side of the back. The patterns
and symmetry were substantially similar, the feathers on the left being
mirror images of those on the right. The bars were much more indefinitely
:formed. The fourth feather on the leR side was much further forward,
having its tip near the angle of the wing.
There were no other abnormalities in the colour of this bird, except
a few irregular spots of black on one or two of the mantle feathers.
Thus the bird[ has the following points in comnmn with the vat.

9nelanosel)hala :
(1) Seven barred dorsal feathers.
(2) Some vetxt:ral extension of the barring usually confined to the
fla~k feathers.
(3) Some reduction of the collar band.
@.B.

DIsoussloN.
Nature of the Aberrations.
On this head we have little to remark. Nothing suggests that either
aberration is a product of hybridisation and that hypothesis may be
dismissed. Tliose who are in~eres~ed in the evidence as to alleged
hybrids of 2llecto~'is or of Pe~'di~ will find a full collection of records and
diseussiQn in Suchet6t's most valuable treatiseL Amongst various suspicious cases Fatio's. specimens are considered by Sachetet and we are
satisfied that readers will agree with him that the "bright" variety of
2t. sacatigs Cannot have restflted from hybridisation with any other
Species2; though with doubt Suchetet admits that certain other specimens
may have been true hybrids between ,r,~cfa and scbxatitis. Our two
aberrations of A. ru.fa Were not known to tim. To Suchetet's discussion
we may add. that not only is a cross with. some o~her species Of Partridge
ruled our, but, apart from several other considerations, the absence of
the slightest ~truetural departtLre from the normal disposes of any idea
--in any case very remote-~that crosses with domestic poultry can
have produced these results.
No opporttmity has yet occurred of maMng a histological examinati0n of ~he genitalia of these aberrations. Though such examination is
desirable we see no reason to anticipate that any form of pathological
1 A. Suehe~e~; Des Hybrides d l'dtat sm~vctge, LflIe, 1896, Vol. I, glasses des Oiseaux,
pp. 6-10 and 485-499.
~" Inoiden~MIy he mentions, pp. 9 ~nd 487, a bk.d in the ~'Iuseum ag ~![~rseilles as
possibly ~ fm~fl~er speeimml of Fatio's vat. ~ndc~?~oee~haIa.
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sterility is responsible for either. In both ~'~r and s<txatilis the sexes
normally differ very little, if at alt, in plumage. Externally, apart from
the presence or absence of spurs they cannot be certainly disbinguished
from each other and i~ is therefore almost out of the question that either
aberration, still less both, can be a consequence of sexuM derangement.
It is to be remembered that the three dull ~"tr were males, and at least
two of the bright ~'~@t are also males. The third bright ~'~G ghough
the sex is not recorded, is almost certainly 9, Mince though a full grown
bird no spurs are developed. One of the bright sc~z~t'i[,'is is ~, and ~he
Geneva sa,zatilis which had some "bright" features was also ?. As
regards the bright aberration therefore we have proof that it may
manifest itself in either sex L
We look on l;he l~wo aberrations as due I~o changes :in the faet~orial
composition of the :normal, proceeding in opposite direel,ions, but as l)o
the physiological cause of these changes we have no suggestion to offer.

The N a ~ ' e oJ' the Facto~'icg 6'hc~.yes.
No attempt to bang the several forms into one consistent scheme
of factorial representation has been successful. In our present ignorance
of the mechanical and chemical processes by wlfich pigments are distributed over the surface of the body such hopes can be searcdy entergained. Nevertheless, on comparing the drill, the normal and the bright
birds together, their distinctions may evidently in part be represented
as a series of terms in the development of eolom'-segmentation. In the
dull bird no segmentation or barring of colo:tr occurs, whether on single
feathers or as affecting groups of feathers except on the neck. In the
normal, barring ham occurred on the feathers of the flank, and in the
bright birds this process is extended over the mantle and seaptflars and
in bright saxc~tilis over the belly also.
For such a series of terms in the progressive spread of barring
analogies may be found in the banding of the Eqtfidae. In the various
species of Asses stripes may be absent or only slightly developed on the
extremities. In the extinct Quagga (Equips q~ayya ) the striping was
complete on the head and was continued backwards over ~he withers
and thorax, dying out in the middle of ~he body, leaving the hiad
~luarters and togs self-colmm In the Zebras ~his striping is complete
over the whole body and legs, the light-coloured belly alone excepted.
: I~ is perhal~s vzorgh nogfl:g tha~ probably none of these femMos were ,sexed by ~heir
genitalia a n d t h a t we can oNy guess at the effects of pathologicM sterility upon the spin's,
b u t since the Norton Hail bNght bird has very largo spurs, a n d the K i n v e r bird t h o u g h
adult has none, s e x u d disturbance cannot be suspected as the source of the aberration.
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]Bug the other changes in the partridges appear to be independent of
the spread of barring.
Nevertheless the various distributions of the colours in the rectrices
and tail coverts obviously :form a progressive series of three mmeessive
terms of which the normal is again the middle. In the dull birds the
whole tail ~xdth its coverer is approxima~tely of one relent. In l;he normal
the *eetriees are chestnut witlh the coverts unaffected. In ~he bright
bi3:ds the chestnut of the reoh'ices has spread up to include the t.~il
coverts.
If these were the only distinctions the three terms would naturally
be' regarded as ordinary progressive distinctions, which, if referable to
genetic factors, wmfld on analysis presumably fali into a multiple allelomorphic series; and though maldng no suggestion as to wlfioh end of
the series shotfld be regarded as positive and wlfioh negative, we incline
to accept this interpretation. When, however, we come to the characters
of the head and throat we at6 at a loss. The three arrangements appear
to be, entirelyindependent of each other, nor can we suggest any way
in Which any one can be readily interpreted as a derivative of any other.
The greatest difftc~fltyarises in connexion with the black head of the
bright variety, which is probably a definite accompaniment of that
variety in both the species concerned, foi', as stg~ed above, we.incline
to interpret-the head of Lord Deerhurst's bird as differingin juvenility
only.. We have to remember that a form casts in south-west Arabia
which has a. black head, the species melc~oce2hala Igiipp. This is
evidently a distinct species, eharacterised by great size and certain
pecularities of coloration, amongst which a black head is 'the most
stri]dng feature. This black head may no doubt be factorially of fihe
same natm'e as that in the bright varieties of rz~fc~ and sc~ax~tq,K,G but
nothing else in the plumage of this species 'melc~zoeephcdc~ is suggestive
of the other disting~fishing characteristics of oar bright birds.
If the features of the throat stood alone we might perhaps incline
t o coniec~nre that the dingy throat and weakly marked gorget of the
bright birds meant that the normally sharp differentiation into white
and black was suppressed, just as the waves of differentiation die out
on the Quagga. On another line of interpretation tl~e black throa~ of
the &ill birds migkb .be supposed to be the black of the normal gorget
which had not been pushed back into its typical position. ]But there is
little to commend such suggestions, and we see no scheme by which
analysis of the cligtingmshing featm'es of ~he head, throat and breast
can be attempted.

].20
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Very similar and equally insoluble difficulties arise in regard to the
features distingnishing the head and neck in the varieties of C'olal)tes
(the American Flickers. PIoID~E) known, as au~'atus, cc~ferand ch~'ysoides 1.
Here again we have varieties in which certain distingnishing features
cannot be represented as in any sense readily transformable into each
other. For example, il] auratus the throat and foreneck are brown, and
the top of the head and the hindneek are grey, bu~ in ca/~r ~he colours
are exactly reversed, the dorsal parts of head and neck being brown and
the w~ntral ])arb grey. Moreover I,he development of the other distingnisNng marks, especially the nuohal crescent and the colour Of the
malar stripes, cannot be readily ascribed to the operation of a s~ngle
factorial element. Nor have we any indication to guide us in theatl;cmpt
to decide wlfich of the varieties is due to a factoriM gain and which to
a factorial loss.
Besides the species, A. 'mdanoeephala, mentioned above, there is
another related species which may throw some light on the increase of
barring, namely, A. 2etrosc~, in which the scapulars are normally somewhat patterned. The feathers have blNsh-grey centres and b r i g h t
chestnut margins. The chestnut is sharply separated from the grey but
there are no black bars. Extreme anterior flank feathers of normal
_/I. ~'~?b have some~.vhat this appearance so tha~ perhaps in A. petros~
the barring has normally an influence on the scapNar feathers.
In attempting to form a conception of the way in which rhythmical
banding develops and spreads over the body of an organism, or rhythmical barring over an organ such as a feather, the analogy with the
propagation of wave-motion must in part, at least, be a true guide2.
The terminology is immediately applicable. As Whiting, for example,
has done in a discussion of the banding of Cats' skh]s, we m a y in such
eases perhaps speak of these bands as "waves of pigment-forming
metabolic aetivitya, '' and the terms " c r e s t " and "~rough" which he
has used in reference to the banding of a moth's wing ~ are probably more
than merely metaphorical expressions. We may even go further, and
applying the analogy of wave-length we may speak of the pattern on
Grevy's Zebra (Equus 9rdvyi) as approximately the upper octave of t h a t
of Equus zeb'm. Such a terminology by familiarising the mind with the
1 l~or an accomlt~of ~hese see W. ~Ba~eson,P,roblemsof Genetics, Newhaven, 1913,
pp. 1~7-156, colouredph~te.
See especlaliyP-roblemsof Genetics, 1912, (Jhap. In.
3 p. W. Whiting, Journ. Exp. Zool. 1918, xxv, p. 55I.
4 Ibid. 19].9,xxv]~'gp. 440.
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probable nature of the process of these segmentations will prepare the
way for a correct analysis, though, admittedly open to abuse.
Attenf,ion is finally called[ to the cations development of a minor
system of symmetry in each scapular region in the bright varieties, as
indicated by the occurrence of feathers within one pterylosis which are
partially mirror-images of each other.
h~ t,he course of our inqMries we h~wc had help from many ormthologis~s. We feel under a special obligation go Nr P. 1%. Lowe for entrusting u.~ wif,h ~,Ns curious and vMaable material. Our 5hanks are due
both ~o lfim and[ to l~r N. B. Kinnear of the British Nuseum for their
confirmed help in a field with which we have little familiarity.
Iror assistance in connexion with the study of the specimens in Swiss
3'Iuseums we mus~ express our gratitude to N. Paqmer of Box, who gave
special facilities, to M. C. ~Ieeker~ of Sion and to NN. Bedot and l%evillod
of the Geneva Nuseum.
NOTE. Mter this paper had been written we learnt through the
kindness of IVh'Lowe of two more specimens of the "bright" variety of
A. >"~T~ldlled in Spain. I-Ie sent us a paper 1 by Ignasi de Sagarra in
which the second of these, found near Valencia, was described wi~h
figures and a good eoloured plate. The bird agreed in all respects with
our vat. mdanocephcda, and it apparently resembled the Overbury bird
in having a nuehal band. Sagarra refers to two papers by Soler 2 dealing
with the earlier specimen, the locality for which is given.as "Sant
Ltoren9 del ~[nnt" in the extreme east of Spain.
Both birds had some greyish feathers scattered through ~he black
cap which Sagarra regards as transitory and possible indications of
changing plnmage.
Both gathers consider tl~ese birds as belonging Co a new species. In
his first paper 2 Soler called it Pe~'dix melanocel)hcda , bug in a further note
in the same Jom,nM 3 he subsf,ituted the name Perdix o~'nat~, since
mdanocej~l~alc~ was already in use for the Arabian species.
We cannot find the particular San Lorenzo, but Sagarra's remarks
indicate that (p. 9) it must be more than 200 miles from the Valencia
locality.
a I. de Sagarra, Noves OrnighhlogklueS, Treballs de L'Inst. Ucttalanc~ d'H.i,~t. Nat.
1915, p. 5.
2. Butlleti b~,st. Cat. d'Hist. Nat. 1904, p. 51, wi~h ~ phot~ogra:Dh.
a Ibld: 1906, p. 16.
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Soler's bird was found among normals. Sportsmen i n t h e previous
year had, however, mentioned seeing similar birds which they had
called " Perdius ccmc~is."
Finally, as the sheets were passing ~hrough the press, we have found
a letter by A. Vaueher (Boll. ,%c. 2icinese Sol. Nat., 1913, w n , p. 106)
addressed to @h:idim giving various deim,ils as to ~he va.riabiligy of sazatildS;
;l~'orthe most pa,rt these appear to haye no direc~ rela[ioa to our problems,
hut N. Ghidini appends this interesting note, " g ' a i observ6 souvent sur
]e oroupion des bartavelles, des plumes cgd montraienb une coloratiOn se
rapproohant de celles des fishes, presque toujours par groupe de trois:
p. ex.: une femelle du Val Barons du 31. I. 191.1." Evidently the
:reference is to such Sl)ecfmens as the (}eneva bird from Osibres, which
had been presented by tVI. Ghidini himself. These sc~xatilis with chevron
feathers on some part of the back "par grozt,1)e de trois" may be regarded
as another term in the series between the normal and the var. ~zdano-

ee2hcda.
DESCRIPTION

OF

P L A T E S XI--XIV.

Pr~ATI~SX I a n d X I I . Al~ctorisr~tfa. In eaoh plate, A is var.oblit~rata.,theBl'ahltreespeeimen
of the "dull" variety. B is t;he normM. C is the vat'. mehvnooepohah4 the Norton tKM]
specimen of the " b r i g h t " v~riety.
PL~.~S XIII. Individual feathers t~ken from positions, apl3roximatety corresponding, on
the left side in the three forms. A, B, C, the three forms as before, bu~ the feathers
are not ht each case all from one specimen.
Fig. 1. Flank.
Fig. 2. ibreast.
Fig. 3. ~Iedian wing covert.
Fig. 4. Anterior part of mantle.
~ig. 5. iback.
Fig. 6. I~ump.
Fig. 7. ibelly.
Fig. 8. Lower neck.
PL,~r XIV. Figs. 1-6 Al~ctoris ruff.
Figs 1---3are left mantle.
Fig. 1. l)ull variol}y.
]~"ig. 2. Normal.
Fig. 3. Bright variety.
Figs. 4-6 are ~rom the right flank.
Fig. 6. DutI variety.
Fig. 5. Normal.
Fig. 6. iBrightvariety.
Figs. 7-11 Agectoris saxc~tilis.
Fig. 7. Vat. md~nocephzg~ F~tio, the Bex bkd. P~ight median flank feather, showing
some chestnut invading the black bar.
Fig. 8. Var. ~ela,noeephalc~ Fslic, the 'ibex bird. Left posterior scapular of tile usuM
p ~ e r n , with ashy blue area on the extemM web, a ~ d three dark bars on internal
web.
Fig. 9. Vat. melmwc@halc~ Fatio, the ibex bird. The exceptional or "reversed" pattern
with trace of ashy blue area on internal web (scarcely visible in ~he eolom' print)
and three dark bars on the externaI web.
Fig. 10. Normal flank feather (left medGn).
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Fig. ].l. ~igh~ scaplflar (or man~lo~) h'om ~he G-eneva specimen of tl. sa.~al~lis showing
the pattern peculiar ~o vat'. ~elanocel~hala Fatio. One of three such feathers in
this l~OSi~ion.
Fig. 12. A lef~ mantle/ea~her of A. 'tufa, var. melanocephala. British 1VIuseum m o u n t e d
specimen ~eg. No. 190~. 1 0 . 2 . 1 , showing bhe proximal bar exceptionally well
developed. Comg~re ~'ig. 3 on s~me plate which shows the usual appearance of
such fe~bhcrs ill this variety.
l?ig. 13. A. rufu,, norm~fl. P~ight ~mterior fla~k feather showing bhc pro,~imal Black hat"
on external web.
Fig. 1~, A. ~'ufe, normal juv. l%ight emgerior flank. Proximal black bar on both webs,
as ia normal se~xatigs. Such feabhers are uncommon in A. tufa, and occur only at
the anf~orior e~ld of. the sc~pub~r series.
Ng. 15. A. ru:fa, vat. ~danoeelJhala: lcfg post;re'lot scapular, showing doubling of
the dis~al black bar.

